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10 things you need to know
about PEP screening

Best practices for Politically Exposed Person (PEP) screening
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How long is a PEP considered a PEP?
FATF Recommendation 12 defines a PEP as being someone who has been (but
may no longer be) entrusted with a prominent public function. The language of
Recommendation 12 is consistent with a possible open-ended approach (i.e. “once
a PEP–could always remain a PEP”). The handling of a client who is no longer
entrusted with a prominent public function should be based on an assessment of risk
and not on prescribed time limits. The risk-based approach requires that financial
institutions and DNFBPs assess the ML/TF risk of a PEP who is no longer entrusted
with a prominent public function, and take effective action to mitigate this risk.
Possible risk factors are:
• the level of (informal) influence that
the individual could still exercise;
the seniority of the position that the
individual held as a PEP; or
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• whether the individual’s previous and
current function are linked in any
way (e.g., formally by appointment of
the PEP’s successor, or informally by
the fact that the PEP continues to deal
with the same substantive matters).

Politically Exposed Persons—a central risk category
The regulations on anti-money laundering and anti-corruption are based on the riskbased approach. As a result, this leads to a convergence of the terms politically exposed
person and public official. This is also appropriate given the factual correlation. The
term PEP has the advantage that it includes both the group of those with formal
political power, and the group of informal, but influential political actors. This is closer
to the political reality in many countries, especially, when one is trying to understand
the network of relationships between representatives of the individual groups of PEPs
shaping a country’s corruption and money laundering pattern.
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It is common knowledge that former public officials and elected officials do not lose
influence, but rather assert it elsewhere and make use of the network they formed
during their time in office. How long after the termination of the official activity the
PEP status should continue is a contested issue. But again, whether a person should
still be classified as politically exposed should ultimately be decided by using a riskbased approach. The suggestion to take former PEPs into consideration is therefore a
pragmatic solution.

Public
officials and
representatives

Family
members
and close
associates

Party
functionaries

Former PEPs
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Are there any patterns of corrupt PEP relationships?
The actual power structures in a country depend on who defines the rules of the
game—the institutions or the acting persons. If institutions are only empty shells, the
focus should be on the behaviour of the political elite, i.e. the PEPs and their informal
relationships amongst each other. In these instances it is important to understand
what kind of relationship patterns one is dealing with and what these relationship
patterns say about the type and extent of political corruption in a country.
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Research on corruption distinguishes four so-called syndromes of political corruption.1
This approach will be introduced here, as it can assist in matching the situation in
a certain country with these four types. This in turn helps to understand the risks
of money laundering or corruption with which a foreign financial institution or
corporation is confronted. The following relationship patterns are ideal types. When
undertaking the specific country analyses there are likely to be variants and hybrids.

Central coordination

2. Elite cartels

4. Official moguls

Authoritarian rule

Democracy

1. Influence
markets

3. Oligarchs
and clans

Decentralised competition
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What is the risk assessment guideline in dealing with PEPs?
The Financial Action Task Force’s 40 Recommendations on Money Laundering states
that financial institutions should, in relation to PEPs both foreign and domestic:
• have appropriate risk-management
systems to determine whether the
customer is a PEP;

• take reasonable measures to establish
the source of wealth and source of
funds; and

• obtain senior management approval
for establishing business relationships
with such customers;

• conduct enhanced ongoing monitoring
of the business relationship.
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Who to check and when to check
The primary key for institutions is the expectancy of identifying the PEPs before
establishing a business relationship as well as ongoing monitoring of existing
clientele to ensure funds managed on their behalf do not derive from a corrupt
source. While there is no global definition of a PEP, the Financial Action Task Force
(FATF) has issued guidelines. Local legislations such as the USA PATRIOT Act and the
European Union Directive use similar definitions of a PEP, typically consisting of the
following five layers:

Current or former
senior official in the
executive, legislative,
administrative, military,
or judicial branch of
a foreign government
(elected or not)

A senior official
of a major foreign
political party

A senior executive of a
foreign governmentowned commercial
enterprise, and/or being
a corporation, business
or other entity formed
by or for the benefit of
any such individual

An immediate family
member of such
individual; meaning
spouse, parents, siblings,
children, and spouse’s
parents or siblings

Any individual publicly
known (or actually
known by the relevant
financial institution) to
be a close personal or
professional associate

It is important to know the interpretation of these layers does vary by country; the
expectations for an organization doing business with PEPs are universally similar.
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What is the minimum baseline of control for financial
institutions to check if customers are PEPs?
According to the Wolfsberg Group, a wide range of controls may be considered
for the identification and management of PEP relationships, but not all will be
appropriate for application across an institution’s entire range of business. For
example, in retail banking relationships, a different balance of controls may be
relevant than those considered appropriate within a private banking/wealth
management environment.

New client approval Institutions should have
reasonable procedures designed
to identify PEPs either before
the relationship is established
or shortly thereafter, where
permitted under applicable law.
While basic client relationships
are typically subject to standard
due diligence during the approval
process, PEP relationships should
be escalated for approval by
senior management.

Identification of
existing clients - When
an institution becomes
aware that an existing
client has become a PEP, it
should apply appropriate
enhanced procedures
and controls and notify
senior management.

Enhanced due diligence - Once
identified and depending on
the product or service sought,
additional research and analysis
may be appropriate including
validation of information
provided for a number of factors
including an understanding of
the individual’s source of funds
and wealth.

Enhanced monitoring
- Accounts with a PEP
relationship should be
subject to enhanced
monitoring to detect
unusual and potentially
suspicious activity.

Review existing PEP clients - Such relationships should be subject to
periodic review to ensure that due diligence information remains current
and the risk assessment and associated controls remain appropriate.
Senior management should approve these reviews.
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Is there a commercial PEP database we can consider to
identify the PEP?
The WorldCompliance® screening database delivers the industry’s most robust
compliance data and unmatched sanctions expertise to help your business increase
transaction screening efficiency and mitigate costly risk. The database includes
one of the largest listings of PEPs profiles as well as family members, State Owned
Enterprises and a proprietary list of government-owned and government-linked
corporations and businesses.

WorldCompliance currently:
Contains over
1,400,000
politically
exposed entities
from 250+
countries

Includes
detailed
information
such as: names,
aliases, date
and place
of birth,
photographs,
positions, family
members,
associates
and company
holdings

Includes
direct access
to the most
comprehensive
information
available to
assist with
identifying true
matches

Provides key
relationships
viewable in
an interactive
diagram to
identify high-risk
customers with
connections to
PEPs
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What are the considerations for selecting an anti-money
laundering solution for PEP screening?
It is important to understand that not all tools are created equal. It is the institution’s
responsibility to check the quality of the tools they use and the expertise of the
developers. Compliance professionals shopping for technological solutions to PEP
screening should consider the following:
• Who is the vendor?
Make sure to choose products from a
vendor you trust, rather than a fly-bynight operation. The bottom line is that
the financial institution is responsible
for compliance, not the developer.
• What is the scope of the product?
Does the database merely contain
information about PEPs, their families
and their associates, or does it also
include other high-risk individuals or
those named on government watchlists?
How sophisticated is the matching
software? It is important to remember
that financial institutions must
evaluate both PEPs and other high-risk
customers to satisfy regulators.

• What is the methodology?
How does the vendor compile the
database? What sources does the
database use? Are the sources
reputable? How does the software
filter matches? How often is the
product updated? It’s also important to
remember that technology is only as
good as the information we supply it
with. These are merely tools, and even
the most sophisticated technology can
require additional analysis.
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Can you tell us about LexisNexis® Bridger Insight® XG?
LexisNexis® Bridger Insight® XG is a fully integrated compliance platform that
enables organizations like yours to consolidate compliance processes, standardize
controls and bring enterprise-wide operational consistency. Reduce the complexity
and boost the efficiency of your Know Your Customer (KYC) processes by accessing
identity verification, screening, due diligence and fraud prevention services through
a single point of entry for a consistent user experience. By combining industryleading filtering software with the unmatched watchlist content of WorldCompliance,
Bridger Insight XG delivers significant efficiencies to the screening process to drive
compliance costs down, increase operational capacity and reduce cycle times. Grow
your global customer base faster and expedite transaction execution while protecting
your organization from regulatory risk with Bridger Insight XG.

Verify your client is
who they say they are

Identification
Trustee Profiles
China Investment Profiles
Corporate Profiles
Reward Partners
Directors Profiles
Investors Profiles
Beneficiary Profiles
Others

Safeguard your corporation
reputation risk and operation risk

Verification
24 by 7 Monitoring

Bribery & Corruption
Products/Currency Counterfeiting
Cybercrime
Insider Trading
Money Laundering
Organized Crime
Tax Evasion
Securities Fraud
Fake/Defunct Company
Clean or Corrupted PEP
Terrorists
Director Defaulters
Interpol’s Wanted Lists
Internal Blacklists… etc

Identify suspicious
activity

Monitoring

Value
Proposition

Screening Findings
Remediation
Decision Making
Profiles Monitoring

Single Mode
Automated Mode
Real Time Mode (API)
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What are the benefits of deploying Bridger Insight XG?
• Broaden customer insights with
expansive sanctions coverage

• Facilitate real-time English or Native
screening (Chinese)

• Automate customer screening and
accelerate your compliance workflow

• Employ built-in security feature like
PGP-encrypted

• Generate faster revenue

• Simplify SWIFT, International ACH and
FedWire Payment Screening

• Leverage leading identity verification
tools for more true matches

• Accelerate account openings

• Confidently expand into global
markets

• Fight financial crime including money
laundering and terrorist financing

• Quick setup, system integration and
low maintenance

• Reduce the costs of manual reviews
due to false positives
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for more information,
visit http://www.lexisnexis.com/risk/intl/en/anti-money-laundering.aspx

About LexisNexis® Risk Solutions
LexisNexis Risk Solutions (www.lexisnexis.com/risk) is a leader in providing essential information that helps customers across all industries
and government assess, predict and manage risk. Combining cutting-edge technology, unique data and advanced analytics, LexisNexis Risk
Solutions provides products and services that address evolving client needs in the risk sector while upholding the highest standards of
security and privacy. LexisNexis Risk Solutions is part of RELX Group plc, a world-leading provider of information solutions for professional
customers across industries.
Our financial services solutions assist organizations with preventing financial crime, achieving regulatory compliance, mitigating business
risk, improving operational efficiencies and enhancing profitability.

Michael Johnston, Syndromes of Corruption, Cambridge UP, 2005.
http://www.lexisnexis.com/risk/downloads/whitepaper/effective-approach-for-news-screening.pdf
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